IoT Security – Policy and Enforcement

- Collect IoT devices and traffic attributes from certified IoT discovery engines
- Configure a new IoT dedicated Policy Layer in policy management
- Configure and manage security rules that are based on the IoT devices’ attributes

Zero Touch Access to Threat Prevention for Installing a New Gateway

1. Connect a network cable
2. Click on activation link
3. Power up the appliance

Zero Trust Access to Threat Prevention for Installing a New Gateway

Cloud • Mobile • Threat Prevention

Welcome to the Future of Cyber Security

Reasons to Use

- Cloud
- Mobile
- Users
- Apps
- Data
- Endpoint
- Devices
- Network

New Features

- Over 100 new features!
- Single console
- Unified policy
- Security technologies supported with Full HTTPS Inspection
- Always protected against attacks
- Highest caliber prevention with SandBlast and R80
- Highest security effectiveness
- 100% block rate
- New Dedication HTTPS policy layer
- New smart task automates routine tasks
- New IoT policy and enforcement
- Over 100 new features
- Infinity threat prevention, intelligent security policy
- Mitre attack view
- New mobile access portal

Next Software Release**

- New infinity threat prevention, intelligent security policy
- New mitre attack view
- New mobile access portal

*NSS Labs Breach Prevention System Report, 2019 **Available H2 2020

UI Features

- Management API’s
- IOC, updateable objects, wildcard objects, multi-tasking, show tasks, purge revisions

Did you know?

- Check Point is a leading provider of cyber security solutions
- It's solutions protect customers from 5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of malware, ransomware and other target attacks
- Provides the best security management with the industry’s largest integration of technologies, over 160 technology partners!

State-of-the-Art SSL Inspection

- Full control over TLS traffic, improved HTTPS categorization with high performance leveraging the most powerful hardware and software to intercept encrypted traffic.

Multi-tasking Efficiency

- Increase productivity and gain operational efficiency with granular admin delegation, concurrent administrators and sessions

Superior management & visibility

- Single Pane of Glass Management

Cyber Attack Dashboard

- Real-time forensic & event investigation
- Single view into security risks
- Respond to security incidents immediately

Management AV’s
c

- AV for endpoint protection
- Malware threat prevention
- Secure data sharing
- Secure file sharing
- Secure web sharing

State-of-the-Art SSL Inspection

- Full control over TLS traffic, improved HTTPS categorization with high performance leveraging the most powerful hardware and software to intercept encrypted traffic.

Management AV’s

- AV for endpoint protection
- Malware threat prevention
- Secure data sharing
- Secure file sharing
- Secure web sharing

Adaptive Security for Public & Private Clouds

- CloudGuard family for complete cloud security
- Unified security for public & private clouds
- CloudGuard family for complete cloud security
- Unified security for public & private clouds

Upgrading is Free!

- Free! Upgrading is Free!
- Did you know?
- Did you know?

- 70% of Check Point customers have chosen R80
- Over 70% of Check Point customers have chosen R80
- Did you know?
- Did you know?